Graphs are ubiquitous in computer science. Moreover, in various application fields, graphs are equipped with attributes to express additional information such as names of entities or weights of relationships. Due to the pervasiveness of attributed graphs, it is highly important to have the means to express properties on attributed graphs to strengthen modeling capabilities and to enable analysis. Firstly, we introduce a new logic of attributed graph properties, where the graph part and attribution part are neatly separated. The graph part is equivalent to first-order logic on graphs as introduced by Courcelle. It employs graph morphisms to allow the specification of complex graph patterns. The attribution part is added to this graph part by reverting to the symbolic approach to graph attribution, where attributes are represented symbolically by variables whose possible values are specified by a set of constraints making use of algebraic specifications. Secondly, we extend our refutationally complete tableau-based reasoning method as well as our symbolic model generation approach for graph properties to attributed graph properties. Due to the new logic mentioned above, neatly separating the graph and attribution parts, and the categorical constructions employed only on a more abstract level, we can leave the graph part of the algorithms seemingly unchanged. For the integration of the attribution part into the algorithms, we use an oracle, allowing for flexible adoption of different available SMT solvers in the actual implementation. Finally, our automated reasoning approach for attributed graph properties is implemented in the tool AutoGraph integrating in particular the SMT solver Z3 for the attribute part of the properties. We motivate and illustrate our work with a particular application scenario on graph database query validation.
Introduction
Graphs are ubiquitous in computer science. Moreover, in various application fields, graphs are equipped with attributes to express additional information such as names of entities or weights of relationships. Due to the pervasiveness of attributed graphs, it is highly important to have the means to express properties on attributed graphs to strengthen modeling capabilities and to enable analysis. Properties on attributed graphs specify complex patterns on the graph structure and specify conditions on the attribute values of the graph. Examples of application areas include modelbased engineering where properties of graphical models are expressed, the formal analysis and verification of systems where the states are modeled as graphs, the formal modeling and analysis of sets of semi-structured documents (especially if they are related by links), or of graph queries in the graph database domain.
As a first basic contribution, we introduce a novel intuitive, dedicated logic for formulating attributed graph properties, where the graph and attribution parts are neatly separated. The graph part uses graphs and graph morphisms as first-class citizens. In particular, we revert for this graph part to the logic of nested graph conditions as initially defined by Habel and Pennemann [21] . A similar approach was introduced by Rensink [43] first. The origins can be found in the notion of graph constraints [23] , introduced in the area of graph transformation [44] , in connection with the notion of (negative) application conditions [14, 20] , as a form to limit the applicability of graph transformation rules. These graph constraints originally had a very limited expressive power, while nested conditions have been shown [21, 39] to have the same expressive power as first-order logic (FOL) on graphs as introduced by Courcelle [9] . For integration of the attribution part with the graph part of the new logic for attributed graph properties, we revert to the so-called symbolic approach to graph attribution [35] , where the attributes are represented symbolically by variables whose possible values are specified by a set of constraints making use of algebraic specifications.
Apart from being able to express in an elegant and formal way attributed graph properties, we want to be able to automatically reason about these properties. A first question to be answered is whether a given attributed graph property is satisfiable at all. We have addressed this question already in earlier work for graph properties without attributes [27] . In case an attributed graph property is satisfiable, a second question to be answered is which attributed graphs satisfy the property in particular. We have addressed this further question by a symbolic model generation approach for graph properties without attributes already in [46] . In particular, we identified that in most application scenarios, it is desirable to be able to explore graphs satisfying the graph property or even to get a complete and compact overview of the graphs satisfying the graph property. More formally speaking, we designed an algorithm A, which returns for a given graph property p a finite set S of so-called symbolic models such that -S jointly covers all graphs G satisfying the graph property p (completeness of S), -S does not cover any graph G violating the graph property p (soundness of S), -S contains no superfluous symbolic models not necessary for completeness (compactness of S), -S allows for each of its symbolic models the immediate extraction of a finite graph G, satisfying the graph property p and being minimal (minimal representable S), -S allows for an enumeration of further finite graphs G satisfying the graph property p (explorable S).
Such an algorithm is also desirable for attributed graphs.
The second main contribution of this paper is therefore twofold. We extend our refutationally complete tableaubased reasoning method for graph properties [27] to the case with attributes. Moreover, we extend our symbolic model generation approach for graph properties [46] to the case with attributes. In addition, we show that it inherits all properties mentioned above of the algorithm for the non-attributed case also strengthening compactness. Moreover, we show that it comes up with an extra property for S. In particular, we show that it does not generate symbolic models with overlapping covered attributed graphs (nonambiguity of S). For showing that all other properties are inherited from the case without attributes, we exploit the fact that our new logic for attributed graph properties neatly separates the graph part from the attribution part and that our algorithm relies only on a abstract level on categorical constructions specific to attributed graphs. Consequently, we can leave the graph part of previous algorithm seemingly unchanged. For the attribute part, we assume and make use of an oracle, allowing for flexible adoption of different available SMT solvers in the actual algorithm implementation. In fact, our refutation procedure and symbolic model generation algorithm for attributed graph properties are highly integrated: Since the latter is designed to compute a complete overview of all possible models, it is at the same time able to refute a property if the overview turns out to be empty. Note that, in general, our symbolic model generation algorithm might not terminate because we support FOL on graphs for the graph part already. It is designed, however, (also if nonterminating) to gradually deliver better underapproximations of the complete set of symbolic models by returning a stream of symbolic models.
Finally, we present the implementation of our algorithm in the tool AutoGraph delegating the attribute part of the reasoning to the SMT solver Z3 [28] . We start the paper with presenting a concrete scenario, where our approach can be applied. In particular, we select the graph database domain [2, 3, 53] and show that we can formally model and reason about the validity of graph database queries from a prominent case study in this domain on social network queries [51, version 0.3.0] .
Compared to earlier work in [46] , we extended the entire approach by allowing attribute constraints in graph properties, which strengthens its overall applicability. We have moreover added the property of nonambiguity and improved the notion of compactness. In particular, we have extended the application scenario started in [46] , where we investigate the validity of graph database queries, by allowing for attribute constraints in the queries as illustrated by the examples in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. This extension, which is based on earlier work on symbolic graphs making use of algebraic specifications from [35] , requires the usage of SMT solvers such as Z3 at various steps in our model generation algorithm such as in Definition 19 (to attempt) to decide satisfiability of attribute constraints. Furthermore, exchanging the considered category from typed graphs to typed attributed graphs resulted in the need to inspect fundamental properties (see Appendix B) of the underlying category (i.e., the category of typed attributed graphs in our case) required for higher level constructions such as shift in Definition 17 according to their soundness proofs such as Lemma 1.
This paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we give an overview over related work. In Sect. 3, we discuss graph databases as an application domain where graph queries are to be analyzed. In Sect. 4, we recall the formalism of algebraic specifications required for attribute handling in a self-contained way and introduce the category GraphsSTA of typed attributed graphs. In Sect. 5, we introduce attributed graph properties over typed attributed graphs together with basic operations on them such as shift and conversion of graph properties into conjunctive normal form. In Sect. 6, we adapt our tableau-based reasoning procedure to typed attributed graphs, which has been initially developed in [27] . In Sect. 7, we present the extension of our symbolic model generation algorithm [46] to attributed graph properties, and, in particular, show that it still fulfills the requirements listed before. In Sect. 8, we describe the implementation of the algorithm in our tool AutoGraph, focussing also on modifications required by extending our work to the handling of attributes and attribute constraints. In Sect. 9, we take a closer look at our application scenario and apply our tool AutoGraph to analyze the graph queries introduced before. We conclude the paper in Sect. 10 together with an overview of future work.
Related work
Instead of using a dedicated logic for graph properties such as the one introduced in Sect. 5, graph properties may be defined in terms of some existing logic allowing the application of its associated reasoning methods. We structure the Related Work section in three parts. We start with describing approaches that follow the idea of using some existing logic and continue with approaches following the idea of working with a dedicated logic for graph properties. We conclude with a description of the integration of attribute constraints in all these approaches to automated reasoning on graph properties.
In particular, Courcelle presented in [9] a graph logic defined in terms of first-order (or monadic second-order) logic. In that approach, graphs are defined axiomatically using predicates node(n), asserting that n is a node and edge(n 1 , n 2 ) asserting that there is an edge from n 1 to n 2 . In [18] , such a translation-based approach for finding models of graph-like properties is followed. OCL properties are translated into relational logic, and reasoning is then performed by Kodkod, which is a SAT-based constraint solver for relational logic. In a similar vein, in [4] reasoning for feature models is provided based on a translation into input for different general-purpose reasoners. Analogously, in [50] , the Alloy analyzer [50] is used to synthesize in this case large, well-formed, and realistic models for domain-specific languages. Based on Alloy, the Aluminum tool [31] computes minimal models, which are smaller than a provided maximum (i.e., assuming the small-world hypothesis from Alloy), by minimizing initially non-minimal models computed by Alloy. Moreover, Aluminum supports the interactive exploration of the model space (but is not compact as isomorphism is only approximated). However, Aluminum inherits some general problems from Alloy: The use of a small-world hypothesis, the required complex manual encoding, as well as the usage of general-purpose SMT solvers instead of domain-specific solvers such as AutoGraph limits the usability of Aluminum. Reasoning for domain-specific modeling is addressed also in [24, 25] using the FORMULA approach taking care of dispatching the reasoning to the state-of-the-art SMT solver Z3 [28] . In [45] , another translation-based approach is presented to reason with so-called partial models, which express uncertainty about the information in the model during model-based software development.
In principle, all the previously exemplarily presented approaches from the model-based engineering domain represent potential use cases for our automated reasoning approach for graph-like properties. We are in particular able to automatically refute unsatisfiable graph properties and, for satisfiable graph properties, to generate symbolic models that are complete (in case of termination), sound, compact, minimally representable, nonambiguous, and explorable in combination. We therefore believe that our approach has the potential to considerably enhance the type of analysis results, in comparison with the results obtained by using off-the-shelf SAT-solving technologies. Following this idea, in contrast to the translation-based approach, it is possible, for example, to formalize a graph-like property language such as OCL [42] by a dedicated logic for graph properties [21] and apply corresponding dedicated automated reasoning methods as developed in [27, 34, 37, 38] . The advantage of such a graph-dedicated approach as followed in this paper is that graph axioms are natively encoded in the reasoning mechanisms of the underlying algorithms and tooling. Therefore, they can be built to be more efficient than generic-purpose methods, as demonstrated, for example, in [37] [38] [39] , where such an approach outperforms some standard provers working over encoded graph conditions. Moreover, the translation effort for each graph property language variant (e.g., OCL) into a formal logic already dedicated to the graph domain is much smaller than a translation into some more generic logic, which in particular makes translation errors less probable. Another approach following this idea is presented in [49] where uncertainty about a graph-based model, which possibly occurs in partial models, may be resolved by graph transformation steps. The authors of [37, 39] present a satisfiability solving algorithm for graph properties [21] . This solver attempts to find one finite model (if possible), but does not generate a compact and gradually complete finite set of symbolic models allowing to inspect all possible finite models including a finite set of minimal ones. In contrast to [37, 39] , our symbolic model generation algorithm is interleaved directly with a refutationally complete tableau-based reasoning method [27] , inspired by rules of a proof system presented previously in [38] , but in that work the proof rules were not shown to be refutationally complete.
When it comes to integrating attribute constraints in all the previous approaches mentioned above, we can observe that most translation-based approaches usually come with attribute support for the properties and the corresponding reasoning. This is presumably because they can rely on the underlying solvers for coping with attribute constraints. All dedicated automated reasoning approaches up until now do not support attributes. However, there exists one recent work [11] integrating attribute support into static analysis techniques for graph transformation. As in our approach, it is based on formalizing graph attribution using symbolic graphs as introduced in [35, 36] . In particular, the tool SyGrAV and a framework for the analysis of symbolic graph transformation systems also make use of the Z3 solver to handle attribute constraints. SyGrAV allows the usage of nested negative application conditions, which are used to restrict rule applications in symbolic graph transformation systems. This approach, however, is not concerned with automated reasoning for attributed graph properties.
Application scenario
In this section, we focus on an application scenario from the graph database domain in which our automated reasoning approach for attributed graph properties can be applied. We revert to a prominent case study in this domain concerned with social network queries [51, version 0.3.0, p. 25] . It was developed by the Linked Data Benchmark Council (LDBC) as a benchmark for following up the progress in graph data management technologies.
Analogous to the relational database domain [48] , queries can be formalized and validated by subjecting them to static analysis. As argued also in the relational domain, querying a database should not depend on how and where the data are stored. For relational databases, the relational model [8] has therefore been designed as an underlying theory for modeling databases and their queries with the mathematical notion of a relation. A relational database consists of one (or more) relations of arity prescribed by the given database schema. A relational query is basically a mapping of a given database to a relation of fixed arity. Following this idea (cf. [6] and [26] ), graphs and graph properties have been used to model graph databases and their queries. In this graph model, a graph G (possibly typed over a given type graph T G) models a graph database instance. A graph query q for a graph database G maps G to one (or more) patterns (or subgraphs) of a specific form in G.
The first step in our application scenario (cf. (1) in Fig. 1 ) is the formalization of graph queries as attributed graph properties: We described the first four "complex read queries" from the LDBC Social Network Benchmark case study [51, version ties presented in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5. Note, arguments of the graph queries are translated into variables arg i in their graph property counterparts. Technically, graph properties allow for the combination (by propositional operators such as conjunction and negation) of statements of existence of (sub)graphs in a given host graph also allowing more complex statements using nesting. In addition to graph conditions such as in [21, 46] , we also allow for the usage of attributes and attribute constraints.
The second step in our application scenario (cf. (2) in Fig. 1 ) is the application of our automated reasoning approach for graph query analysis. As described also for the relational domain [48] , many query optimization tasks rely on the following three types of questions to be answered (cf. (2a)-(2c) in Fig. 1 ): Can a query q ever deliver a nonempty result (nonemptiness problem)? Does query q 1 always deliver the same result as query q 2 (equivalence problem)? Is the result of query q 1 always contained in the result of query q 2 (containment problem)? In particular, the first question that can be answered automatically by our approach for a given graph database query is whether there exists a graph database for which the query result is non-empty as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In particular, our refutationally complete reasoning method for attributed graph properties implemented in our tool AutoGraph returns an empty set of symbolic models iff there exists no model for the given attributed graph property. Then, we know that the graph database query is invalid. On the other hand, our symbolic model generation algorithm returns a non-empty set of symbolic models iff there exist finite models for the attributed graph property. In this case, we know that the original query is valid. In addition, 3 and arg 4 , respectively) without being located in X or Y however, we can explore minimal example models for the property that can be extracted immediately from each symbolic model. For our application scenario, this means that we get example graph databases for our query that deliver non-empty results. In fact, the symbolic models generated describe all different minimal graph databases that can serve as witnesses for the validity of a query because our symbolic model generation algorithm delivers a finite, complete, minimal representable, nonambiguous, and compact overview of all graph databases delivering a non-empty result. Finally, a flexible exploration starting from any such minimal graph database to bigger ones that are still witnesses for the validity will be feasible by checking suitable candidates (constructed as supergraphs of the minimal models using atomic graph modifications) for being still witnesses for the validity of the given query.
In the graph database domain, compared to the relational domain, it is not common to have a database schema but often a conceptual model [10] is present. Such a conceptual model is given by the UML-Class Diagram depicted (adapted with minor corrections and completions from the LDBC Social Network Benchmark) in Fig. 6 for our case study. We can integrate such conceptual models describing the structure of all graph databases to be queried into our graph model and analysis approach by flattening the inheritance structure of the UML-Class Diagram to obtain a type graph, by modeling the multiplicity constraints as special attributed graph properties (cf. to Fig. 10c, d , e.g) and by forbidding parallel edges of the same type by graph properties as in Fig. 10b .
Finally, with our application scenario, we can also answer, analogous to the nonemptiness problem, further questions when given multiple graph queries at once. Firstly, the nonemptiness problem can be answered for a set of queries by using a conjunction of attributed graph properties instead of a single one. Such a set of queries is then jointly valid if they are able to deliver non-empty answer sets on a common graph. Secondly, we could answer the abovementioned equivalence or containment problem for two given queries as a basis for query optimization (analogous to query optimization in the relational database domain [1, 48] ). For two graph queries q 1 and q 2 , we can state their equivalence q 1 ≡ q 2 or containment q 1 ⊆ q 2 using a logical equivalence or implication in a single nested graph condition.
The analysis questions introduced in our application scenario here are answered for the example graph queries of our case study mentioned above in our evaluation in Sect. 9 by using our automated reasoning approach for attributed graph properties implemented in the tool AutoGraph.
Preliminaries
In this section, we provide, in a self-contained way, fundamentals, which are used in the remainder of this paper. Firstly, in Sect. 4.1, we introduce algebraic specifications along the lines of [16] . Secondly, in Sect. 4.2, we introduce symbolic typed attributed graphs based on algebraic specifications from [35, 36] .
Algebraic specifications
We introduce in our notation the well-known algebraic specifications, which are used in this paper for the handling of attribute values in Sect. 4 4 .2 based on (the recursively defined) terms over a given signature. The terms are well typed in the sense that they respect the sorts declared for variables, constants, and operations. Note, we define the terms for subsets of the variables X given in the signature with variables.
Definition 3 (Terms) Given a signature with variables (as in Definition 2), s ∈ S, and X ⊆ X . We define T ,s (X ) to be the smallest set s.t.
Also, we define 
Furthermore, the variable substitution σ is implicitly extended to a function of type
which recursively replaces all occurrences of a variable x ∈ A in a given term by the replacement σ (x) ∈ B.
An algebraic specification extends a signature with variables by a finite set of term rewrite rules, which are called equations. The equations are of the form ( , r ), where and r are terms of equal sort, possibly making use of variables, and are usually written = r . The equations are used to resolve on the one hand semantic confusion between terms to be considered equal (e.g., zero = minus(zero)). On the other hand, equations determine the semantics of an operation contained in the signature as in functional programming languages (consider the equations from Example 2). For many relevant theories, these equations are applied as in functional programming from left to right to simplify terms, in particular terms without variables.
-EQ is finite, and
The equations of the following algebraic specification can be used to rewrite terms containing the operations and and not into equivalent terms (defined below) without these operations (i.e., into the terms true or false). 
The equations of a specification already determine certain terms to be equivalent but this basic equivalence is insufficient and is therefore extended to a congruence ∼ = w.r.t. the operators from the signature by allowing application of equations to subterms. As a base case, a term t 1 can be rewritten into an equivalent term t 2 by use of an equation ( , r ) of the specification at hand by replacing (using a variable substitution σ fixing the variables occurring in the equation)
Definition 6 (Equivalence of Terms) Given a specification SP (as in Definition 5), we define ∼ =1 ⊆ T , (X ) 2 to be the least equivalence s.t. t 1 ∼ =1 t 2 whenever there are ( , r ) ∈ EQ and σ ∈ V , s.t. t 1 = σ ( ) and t 2 = σ (r ).
The congruence ∼ = mentioned above is obtained by allowing term rewritings based on ∼ =1 on any level.
Definition 7 (Congruence of Terms)
Given a specification SP (as in Definition 5), we define ∼ = ⊆ T , (X ) 2 to be the least equivalence s.t.
Example 3 (Congruence of Terms) Using Equation 1 from Example 2, we can simplify the term and(true, false) to false by term rewriting (using either ∼ =1 or ∼ =).
Subsequently, we implicitly assume that algebraic specifications include a propositional fragment based on the sort bool as well as the propositional constants true (required for satisfiability in Definition 8) and false (required for type graphs as discussed in the paragraph preceding Definition 12).
We call terms of type bool (attribute) constraints and use them in attributed graphs to specify/restrict variable values. For these constraints, we define the satisfaction as follows.
Definition 8 (Satisfaction of Constraints)
For a specification SP (as in Definition 5), a single constraint φ ∈ T ,bool (X ) (as in Definition 3), a set Φ ⊆ T ,bool (X ) of constraints, and a variable substitution σ ∈ V , (as in Definition 4), we define that
SMT solvers such as Z3 are typically shipped with builtin data types, operations, and equations on, for example, booleans, integers, and strings. Thus, in practice, users of such solvers and, hence, also users of higher level tools such as AutoGraph do not need to construct custom algebraic specifications and custom equations when using such builtin datatypes only.
Note, users of our tool AutoGraph may extend the basic algebraic specification to introduce further sorts and operations (including equations) for use in constraints in attributed graphs. However, while SMT solvers are often sufficient for the few built-in fragments mentioned before, satisfaction and satisfiability of constraints cannot be decided for arbitrary specifications with more complex equations. Constraints where the employed SMT solver is not capable of deciding satisfiability pose problems to our model generation procedure: The handling of this problem is explicitly addressed in Sect. 8.
Symbolic typed attributed graphs
Symbolic typed attributed graphs, as introduced in [35, Definition 1] together with a framework of graph transformation on these graphs, may include vertex attributes and edge attributes similarly to EGraphs [13] . That is, any number of vertex attributes (edge attributes) is mapped on the one hand to a vertex (an edge), called source, and, on the other hand, to an assigned element, called target. However, in EGraphs, the target of an attribute is an element of the employed data algebra, whereas in symbolic typed attributed graphs, the target is a variable of the algebraic specification. Moreover, in symbolic typed attributed graphs, a set of constraints is used to describe the values that such a variable can take. Note, the set of constraints may be satisfiable by more than one variable substitution. A set of constraints is more expressive than a single constraint because only a finite set of constraints can be translated in general into a single constraint using finite conjunction in the obvious way.
We introduce the category of symbolic typed attributed graphs stepwise starting with plain graphs.
Note, to simplify notation, we facilitate the usual notation for selectors for tuples such as for plain graphs. For example, we denote the vertices of a plain graph
In the next step, plain graphs are extended by an algebraic specification, an attribution consisting of attribute variables, attribute vertices, and attribute edges together with the source and target mappings similarly available in EGraphs, and constraints restricting the possible values of the attribute variables.
Definition 10 (Symbolic Attributed Graph) Given a plain graph G p (as in Definition 9), a specification SP (as in Definition 5) with finite set X , and an attribution A = (AX, type AX : Fig. 7 A symbolic attributed graph G 7 in two notations (left/right). The used specification from Example 2 is not depicted. The single constraint Φ is depicted separately from the graph structure at the bottom. Note, the constraint can be satisfied by three different variable substitutions Fig. 7 for an example of a symbolic attributed graph and the simplified notation. Note, the empty graph, written ∅, is assumed to have either the constraint set Φ = ∅ or Φ = {true} when this fact is to be expressed more explicitly as in Fig. 12 .
The subsequently introduced notion of a morphism between symbolic attributed graphs is extended with compatibility w.r.t. typing in Definition 14. As for now, the morphism maps vertices, edges, and attributes in a way compatible with the various source and target operations (see Fig. 8 ). Also 
) (an extension of this graph property is given in Fig. 12b ) according to Definition 16 because the required morphisms q 2 and q 4 can be found such that the two triangles commute (see Fig. 11 for an example with more explanations on the satisfaction of graph properties) note, attribute variable mappings must not restrict satisfying variable substitutions; i.e., a variable substitution σ satisfying the constraint of the target symbolic attributed graph G sa 2 must already have satisfied the constraint of the source symbolic attributed graph G sa 1 after application of the symbolic attributed graph morphism.
For example, consider the symbolic (typed) attributed graph morphism m 4 from Fig. 9 , where each variable substitution satisfying the constraint of G 4 also satisfies the constraint of G 2 (in this example, no variable renaming is performed by m 4 as it maps the attribution variable x from G 2 to the attribution variable x from G 4 ). 
Definition 11 (Symbolic
Moreover, the composition A symbolic attributed graph G sa is extended to a symbolic typed attributed graph G (or graph for short) when a type graph TG is available such that a typed attributed graph morphism from G sa to TG can be determined, which, by definition, has to satisfy the compatibilities discussed before. In practice, we often use the single constraint false for type graphs to allow arbitrary values in symbolic attributed graphs to be typed.
Definition 12 ((Symbolic
We introduce grounded graphs as those symbolic typed attributed graphs where the set of attribute constraints Φ can be satisfied by a unique variable substitution, whereas for typed attributed graphs, also infinite and empty sets of such variable substitutions are allowed.
Definition 13 (Grounded Graph)
A graph is a grounded graph, if its set of attribute constraints Φ is satisfiable by a unique variable substitution. For a graph G s , we denote all grounded graphs G g obtainable from G s by only adding further attribute constraints to G s by grounded(G s ).
Subsequently, we assume a fixed symbolic attributed graph TG used as a type graph and lift symbolic attributed graph morphisms to symbolic typed attributed graphs by requiring that the two symbolic attributed graph morphisms used for typing are compatible in the sense of the commutation of the triangle in the following definition. 12 ) over a common type graph TG and a symbolic attributed graph morphism f : G sa 1 → G sa 2 (as in Def 11). We define f to be a (symbolic typed attributed graph) morphism and also to be of type
Definition 14 ((Symbolic
We are binding the definitions of graphs and morphisms from before into the single notion of a category. Proof (idea) By the well definedness of the involved notions of symbolic typed attributed graphs and symbolic typed attributed morphisms.
In the following, we denote that f : G → G is a mono as f : G − → G , an epi as f : G G , and an iso as f : G → → G (see Lemma 11) .
Note, for specifications where attribute constraint satisfiability is undecidable, we can also not decide whether an element is a graph morphism because, by definition, an implication on attribute constraint satisfaction must be decided. In Sect. 8, we handle this problem explicitly for our symbolic model generation procedure.
Properties over GRAPHSSTA
In this section, we introduce graph properties over symbolic typed attributed graphs with basic operations.
On the one hand, graph properties (for labeled graphs) with attribute constraints without nesting have been introduced in [32] and extended with operators from propositional logic in [33] . On the other hand, graph properties (for labeled graphs) without attribute constraints but with nesting have been introduced in [21] . In the following, we integrate both ideas and introduce (nested) graph properties on symbolic typed attributed graphs from Sect. 4.2.
Graph conditions of the simple form ∃(m : ∅ − → G, true) state that G is to be contained as a subgraph in every model. The expressive power of first-order logic on graphs is then obtained by allowing conjunction, negation, and nesting of graph conditions of this form.
Definition 15 (Graph Conditions and Graph Properties)
The set C G of (graph) conditions over a graph G is inductively 2 defined by:
A (graph) property is a condition over the empty graph ∅. We also allow infix and mixfix notation for ∧ and ∨ (e.g., as in ∧{c 1 , c 2 ,
When presenting graph conditions in figures, we abbreviate (for notational simplicity) existential quantifications of the form ∃(m : Graph properties may be employed to specify a diverse set of properties to be satisfied by concrete models. Firstly, the graph property in Fig. 10a states a simple negative pattern by means of the symbolic typed attributed graph G 7 from Fig. 7 . Secondly, the graph properties from Figure 10b , d, and Fig. 10c specify lower/upper bounds (i.e., multiplicity statements) on graph elements that are mapped to common graph elements in the type graph. Finally, the graph property given in Fig. 10e describes an infinite sequence of nodes by essentially formalizing the Peano axioms. The last example also demonstrates that any stepwise construction of minimal models adding a finite number of elements cannot terminate in general.
Definition 16 (Satisfaction of Graph Conditions)
A graph condition c inp from C C is satisfied recursively by a monomorphism q : C − → G, written q | c inp , as follows: is not a subgraph of any desired model. That is, the pattern described by G 7 can be understood to be prohibited. [14] is adapted here by requiring that all involved morphisms are monomorphisms as required for conditions and for satisfaction (Definition 15 and Definition 16).
While shift is defined homomorphically on conjunction and negation, for existential quantification all possible overlappings of two positive graph patterns are constructed to compute all situations in which both positive patterns are satisfied. In the following definition, this means that the condition shift(m 1 , ∃(m 2 , c)) describes the occurrence of the positive pattern ∃(m 2 , c) in the context of the other positive pattern ∃(m 1 , true).
Consider Fig. 12 for an example of a graph property with attribute constraints that is shifted along a monomorphism where overlappings are constructed (K in following definition is an overlapping of C 1 and C 2 where m 1 and m 2 are injective and jointly epimorphic) and attribute constraints are handled suitably.
Definition 17 (Operation shift) Given a graph condition from C C and a monomorphism m 1 : C − → C 1 , then shift is defined recursively as follows: 
The definition of shift is of course important for the implementation. However, in proofs we only build upon the following lemma stating the required compatibility. For example, the condition ∧{∨{}} is in CNF and is equivalent to false.
For translating conditions into equivalent conditions in CNF, we introduce the second operation [·] on conditions, which is similar to an operation in [27, 38, 39] . ∨ to finally enforce the required CNF structure.
In
Step 3, we require the existence of an oracle that decides these satisfiability questions in all cases. In Sect. 8, we explain in more detail how we handle cases where SMT solvers such as Z3 designed to implement that oracle are unable to decide satisfiability questions on attribute constraints.
As for FOL, the conversion to CNF entails the conversion of subconditions of the shape (a 1 ∧ b 1 ) ∨ · · · ∨ (a n ∧ b n ), which results in a CNF with 2 n clauses of size n. However, in our approach, the conversion of graph conditions into CNF 
which is a condition over the empty graph G 0 = ∅ by definition, where all graphs are typed over the type graph TG from above. c One of the diagrams required for computing shift(m 1 :
showing that the result (which is a disjunction) contains at least ∃(m 1 : Also note, the size of the graphs and the morphisms contained in the condition are not relevant for the conversion in our case, which is an important difference to the FOL scenario. However, attribute constraints have to be checked by AutoGraph for satisfiability by the employed SMT solver during the conversion to CNF to check for unsatisfiable attribute constraints (see Step 3 in Definition 19). These general explanations are supported by our runtime examinations that are presented in [47] where Alloy is applied to generate models for two graph queries without attributes that we encoded in the Alloy input language. However, apparently due to lacking support for strings and integer arithmetic, Alloy is not able to determine models for Alloy-encoded versions of the graph properties with attributes and attribute conditions from Figs. 3, 4, and 5.
Tableau procedure
In this section, we adapt the tableau procedure for graph conditions without attributes and attribute constraints from [27] to graph conditions over the symbolic typed attributed graphs as introduced in Sect. 4.2. To handle the additional attributes and attribute constraints, we adapted the underlying operations shift and [·] as explained before. Intuitively, using the tableau procedure, we perform in our algorithm, for a given graph property, a recursive case distinction to finally return all most explicit cases that cannot be split further. Subsequently, in Sect. 6.1, we start with an intuitive explanation on the steps for splitting, recursive application, and termination backed up by fundamental lemmas. Afterward, in Sect. 6.2, we present formal definitions for the construction of (nested) tableaux implementing the three discussed steps.
Recursive case distinction principle
Step 1 (Splitting): we are translating the given graph condition c in CNF into a disjunctive normal form, i.e., into a disjunction of conjunctions of literals. This conversion is executed in Sect. 6.2 by construction of a tableau T where each branch B of the tableau T corresponds to one clause of the disjunctive normal form to be constructed. The obtained condition ∨S is then considered compositionally (assuming here and subsequently an enclosing existential quantification in the form of ∃(i C , ∨S) using the unique mono i C : ∅ − → C). That is, we can consider each clause of the disjunctive normal form (given by an element of S) separately without altering the set of models of the graph property. Hence, we may consider one branch B of the tableau T constructed in isolation.
Lemma 2 (Sound and Complete Branching
Each clause ∧L considered separately from the other clauses contains either at least one positive literal (Step 2) or only negative literals (Step 3).
Step 2 (Recursive Application): To prepare the clause ∧L for recursive application, we are merging the elements of L into a single positive literal by application of the shift construction. Firstly, one positive literal is selected from L and all other graph conditions from S = L − { } are lifted into using the shift construction.
Lemma 3 (Sound and Complete Lifting) If S is a given subset from
Also note, the operation [·], which is additionally applied in the formal tableau construction in Sect. 6.2, is sound and complete as follows.
Lemma 4 (Sound and Complete [·]) If c is a condition from
Finally, we recursively apply the presented algorithm to the condition c of the positive literal ∃(m : C − → C , c) obtained. Note, since m is no isomorphism due to the operation [·], the graph C is strictly greater than the graph C. This recursive application is justified by the following lemma.
Lemma 5 (Sound and Complete Nesting) If c is a condition in
Step 3 (Termination): As a complementary case to Step 2 we consider clauses containing no positive literal, that is, clauses containing any number of negative literals of the form ¬∃(m : C − → C , c). Due to the construction of the operation [·], the monomorphisms m of these negative literals are no isomorphisms and, hence, the unique monomorphism i C : ∅ − → C already satisfies these negative literals proving that C is a model of all negative literals contained in the clause. Also, the graph C minimally represents all models of the considered case in the sense that it is the least graph contained in all these models. The algorithm terminates at this point with conditions of the form ∃(i C , ∧L) , which cannot be broken down into multiple such conditions using a case distinction as mentioned before and which are called therefore most explicit. Note, the proofs of these lemmas presented here are contained in Appendix.
Subsequently, we formalize the presented description of the algorithm by introducing definitions for the construction of tableaux and, for the recursive application of our steps, of nested tableaux.
Recursive construction of tableaux
The algorithm intuitively presented before is now formalized by means of the tableau-based reasoning method that was introduced in [27] . Regular tableaux are used to perform the splitting executed in Step 1 from above and were directly inspired by the construction of tableaux for plain FOL reasoning [22] . Then, nested tableaux are used to handle the recursive application of Step 2 from above.
Provided a condition in CNF and an empty tableau that is obtained using the initialization rule, we are using repeatedly the extension rule to construct branches of graph conditions by selecting one literal from each clause (note, a condition is unsatisfiable if it contains an empty clause) of the given condition. Then, we apply the lift rule to merge all literals that are contained in a branch into a single positive literal provided that the branch contains at least one such positive literal as a starting point.
Definition 20 (Tableaux for Graph Conditions, Open, and
Closed Branches) Given a condition c in CNF over C, a tableau T for c is a finite tree whose nodes are conditions constructed using the rules below. A branch in a tableau T for c is a maximal path in T . Moreover, a branch B is closed if false is in B; otherwise, it is open. Finally, a tableau is closed if all of its branches are closed; otherwise, it is open.
-initialization rule: A tree with a single root node true is a tableau for c. Semi-saturated tableaux are the desired results of the iterative tableaux construction where no further rules are applicable.
Definition 21 (Semi-saturated (Branch of a) Tableau) Let T be a tableau for condition c over C. A branch B of T is semi-saturated if it is either closed or
• B is not extendable with a new node using the extension rule and • if E = { 1 , . . . , n } is the non-empty set of literals contained in nodes added to B using the extension rule (i.e., not by the lift rule), then there is a positive literal = ∃(m, c ) in E such that the literal in the leaf node of B is equivalent to ∃(m, c ∧ {shift(m, ) | ∈ (E − { }}). Also, we call the hook of B.
Finally, T is semi-saturated if all branches of T are semisaturated.
Note, the set E in the definition above contains all literals that are to be integrated using the lift rule in the leaf node of B.
Following the description of the algorithm from before, we recursively construct further tableaux for the inner conditions c of the leaf nodes ∃(m, c ) contained in the semi-saturated tableau at hand. That is, the next analysis step is to construct a tableau for condition c . The iterative (possibly nonterminating) execution of this procedure results in (possibly infinitely many) tableaux where each tableau may result in the construction of a finite number of further tableaux. This relationship between a tableau and the tableaux derived from the leaf literals of open branches results in a so-called nested tableau (see Fig. 13 for an example of a nested tableau).
Definition 22 (Nested Tableaux, Opener of Tableau, Context of Tableau, Nested Branch of Nested Tableau, Semi-saturated
Nested Tableau) Given a condition c over C and a partially ordered set (I , ≤, i 0 ) with minimal element i 0 , a nested tableau NT for c is constructed using the rules below and is, for some I ⊆ I , a family 3 of triples { T i , j, c j } i∈I that contain a tableau T i , an index j ∈ I , and a condition c j . 4 • initialization rule: If T i 1 is a tableau for c, then the family containing only T i 1 , i 0 , true for some index i 1 > i 0 is a nested tableau for c and C is called context of T i 1 .
• nesting rule: If NT is a nested tableau for c with index set I , T n , k, c k is in NT for index n, the literal = ∃(m n : A n − → A j , c n ) is a leaf of T n , is not the condition in The definitions for the construction of the (nested) tableaux above correspond closely to the ones in [46] as expected because they operate on the categorical level. This also implies that only the operations shift and [·] occurring in the definitions above needed to be adapted (see Lemmas 1, 4) . In addition to semi-saturation, we require the notion of a saturated nested tableaux, which requires (informally) that all tableaux of the given nested tableau are semi-saturated and that hooks are selected in a fair way not postponing indefinitely the influence of a positive literal for detecting inconsistencies leading to closed nested branches.
It has been shown in [27] that the tableau-based reasoning method using nested tableaux for conditions c is sound and refutationally complete. In particular, soundness means that if we are able to construct a nested tableau where all its branches are closed, then the original condition c is unsatisfiable. Refutational completeness means that if a saturated nested tableau includes an open branch, then the original condition is satisfiable (vice versa, unsatisfiability is always determined in finite time when the saturated nested tableau includes no open branch). In fact, each open finite or infinite branch in such a nested tableau defines a finite or infinite model of the property, respectively. Incompleteness can be caused in tableaux for FOL by unfair selection of formulas (confer [22, page 117, Fig. 4 ] for an example where the unsatisfiable condition Q ∧ ¬Q is treated unfairly by never being selected). In our case, the set of conditions from which a hook is to be selected in a fair way changes from one tableau to the next because conditions that are not selected are lifted into the hook resulting (possibly) in multiple different conditions. These conditions are called the successors (cf. [27] ) of the conditions that are selected and lifted. To ensure refutational completeness, we ensure that the impact of a condition affects the nested branch eventually by not postponing the selection of one of these successors as a hook indefinitely. Confer to [27, p. 29] for the discussion in the original paper.
However, recall again that the usage of attributes and attribute constraints in the graphs contained in the conditions leads to situations where the employed SMT solvers cannot decide satisfiability. This has an impact on the construction of tableaux because the operation [·], as explained before, employs SMT solvers to check satisfiability and it is applied in the lift rule in Definition 20.
Symbolic model generation
In this section, we present our symbolic model generation algorithm A. We first formalize the requirements from the Introduction for the generated set of symbolic models, then present our algorithm, and subsequently verify that it indeed adheres to these formalized requirements. In particular, we want our algorithm to extract symbolic models from all open finite branches in a saturated nested tableau constructed for a graph property p.
Since there are infinite saturated nested tableaux, such as the one that would be constructed for the graph property p 10e given in Fig. 10e , we have an incomplete procedure in the sense that the gradual construction of a nested tableau for a graph property p may not terminate. However, due to the undecidability of FOL on graphs, no alternative sound and complete algorithm could also accomplish termination. In order to be able to find a complete set of symbolic models without knowing beforehand whether the construction of a saturated nested tableau terminates, we introduce the key notions of k-semi-saturation and k-termination to reason about nested tableaux up to depth k, which are in some sense a prefix of a saturated nested tableau. Note, the verification of our algorithm, in particular for completeness, is accordingly based on induction on k. Informally, this means that by enlarging the depth k during the construction of a saturated nested tableau, we eventually find all finite open branches and thus finite models. This procedure will at the same time guarantee that we will be able to extract symbolic models from finite open branches even for the case of an infinite saturated nested tableau. For example, we will be able to extract the graph with a single vertex from a finite open branch of the infinite saturated nested tableau for property p 10e 
Sets of symbolic models
The symbolic model generation algorithm A should generate for each graph property p a set of symbolic models S satisfying all requirements described in Introduction (i.e., soundness, completeness, minimal representability, compactness, and nonambiguity). A symbolic model in its most general form is a graph condition over a graph C, where C is available as an explicit component. A symbolic model then represents a (possibly empty) set of graphs (as defined in Definition 24).
Definition 23 (Symbolic Model, Remainder)
If c is a condition over C according to Definition 15, then C, c is a symbolic model. The condition c is called remainder of the symbolic model.
We define the graphs that are covered by a given symbolic model as follows. ∃(i C , c) , i.e., the models of ∃(i C , c). For a set S of symbolic models, covered(S) = {covered(s) | s ∈ S}.
Definition 24 (Graphs Covered by a Symbolic Model) I f C, c is a symbolic model, then covered( C, c ) is equal to
Also note, each graph G that is covered by a given symbolic model C, c subsumes the graph C by means of some monomorphism as stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 7 (Existence of the Covering Monomorphism) If C, c is a symbolic model and G ∈ covered( C, c ), then there is some monomorphism m : C − → G.
For later use, we also define when one symbolic model is entirely subsumed by another w.r.t. the covered graphs.
Definition 25 (Refinement of Symbolic Model)
Given two symbolic models C 1 , c 1 and
The set of all such symbolic models C 2 , c 2 is denoted by refined ( C 1 , c 1 ).
Based on these definitions, we formalize the first five requirements (that is, except for explorability) from Sect. 1 to be satisfied by the sets of symbolic models returned by algorithm A. Definition 26 (Soundness, Completeness, Minimal Representability, Compactness, and Nonambiguity) Let S be a set of symbolic models, and let p be a graph property.
• S is sound w.r.t.
there is a mono m :
See Table 1 for distinguishing examples for compactness and nonambiguity when considering, for simplicity, graph part and attribute constraints in isolation. In Sect. 7.4 and Sect. 7.5, we show how both properties can be enforced, respectively. Subsequently, we discuss the generation of sets of symbolic models by algorithm A.
Symbolic model generation algorithm A
We briefly describe the three main steps of algorithm A, which generates for a given graph property p a sound, complete, and minimally restrictive set of symbolic models A( p) (see Fig. 14 for a visualization) . The algorithm consists of three steps: the generation of symbolic models and the (optional) compaction and disambiguation of symbolic models, which are discussed in detail in Sects. 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5. Afterward, in Sect. 7.6, we discuss the explorability of the obtained set of symbolic models.
Step 1 (Generation of symbolic models in Sect. 7.3). We apply the tableau and nested tableau rules from Sect. 4 to iteratively construct a nested tableau for the given graph property p. Then, symbolic models are extracted from certain nested branches of this nested tableau that cannot be extended. Since the construction of the nested tableau may not terminate due to infinite nested branches, we construct the nested tableau in breadth-first manner and extract the symbolic models whenever possible. Moreover, to eliminate a source of nontermination, we select the hook in each branch in a fair way not postponing the successors of a positive literal that was not chosen as a hook yet indefinitely [27, p. 29] ensuring at the same time refutational completeness of our algorithm. This step ensures that the resulting set of symbolic models is sound, complete (provided termination), and minimally representable. The symbolic models extracted from the intermediately constructed nested tableau NT for growing k are denoted S NT ,k .
Step 2 (Compaction of sets of symbolic models in Sect. 7.4). We remove all symbolic models from S NT ,k resulting in S comp that do not contribute to the set of graphs jointly covered thereby enforcing compactness. This second step of our algorithm A preserves soundness, completeness, and minimal representability and additionally ensures compactness.
Step 3 (Disambiguation of sets of symbolic models in Sect. 7.5). We split the set S comp of symbolic models obtained before resulting in S res such that the graphs that are covered by the symbolic models from S comp do not overlap pairwise, thereby enforcing nonambiguity. This third step of our algorithm A preserves soundness, completeness, minimal representability, and compactness and additionally ensures nonambiguity. 
Set of symbolic models Properties of Si
compact, nonambiguous (a) In the upper part of the table (a), four symbolic models are given where we assume that the attribute constraint sets of the graphs are empty. For a better understanding, we included some of the graphs without edges covered by the symbolic models. In the lower part of the , four symbolic models are given where we assume that the graphs C i share a common graph part containing an attribute variable x of type int but differ in their attribute constraint sets Φ i . In the lower part of the table (b), three sets of symbolic models are given with varying properties w.r.t. compactness and nonambiguity. S 1 and S 2 are ambiguous because both of their symbolic models allow x to be 3 and 2, respectively. S 3 is nonambiguous because s 3 forbids x to be 2 or greater while s 0 requires x to be at least 2. S 1 is not compact because each x satisfying Φ 1 is at least 2 as required by s 0 . S 2 is compact because, firstly, s 0 allows x to be 3 while s 2 does not and, secondly, s 2 allows x to be 1 while s 1 does not. S 3 is compact because, firstly, s 0 allows x to be 3 while s 3 does not and, secondly, s 3 allows x to be 1 while s 0 does not
Generation of S NT,k
By applying a breadth-first construction, we construct nested tableaux that are for increasing k, both k-semi-saturated (i.e., all branches occurring up to index k in all nested branches are semi-saturated) and k-terminated (i.e., no nested tableau rule can be applied to a leaf of a branch occurring up to index k in some nested branch).
Definition 27 (k-Semi-saturated Nested Branches, k-Terminated Nested Branches) Given a nested tableau NT for condition c over C, if NB is a nested branch of length k of NT and each branch B contained at index i ≤ k in NB is semi-saturated, then NB is k-semi-saturated. If every nested branch of NT of length n is min(n, k)-semi-saturated, then NT is k-semi-saturated. If NB is a nested branch of NT of length n and the nesting rule cannot be applied to the leaf of any branch
We define the k -remainder of a branch, which is a refinement of the condition of that tableau that is used by the subsequent definition of the set of extracted symbolic models.
Definition 28 (k -Remainder of a Branch) Given a tableau
T for a condition c over C, a monomorphism q : C − → G, a branch B of T , and a prefix P of B of length k > 0. If R contains (a) each condition contained in P unless it has been used in P by the lift rule (being ∃(m, c ) or in the lift rule in Definition 20) and (b) the clauses of c not used by the extension rule in P (being ∨(c 1 , . . . , c n ) in the extension rule in Definition 20), then C, ∧R is the k -remainder of B.
The set of symbolic models extracted from a nested branch NB is a set of certain k -remainders of branches of NB. In the example given in Fig. 13 , we extracted three symbolic models from the four nested branches of the nested tableau.
Definition 29 (Symbolic Model Extracted from a Nested Branch)
If NT is a nested tableau for a condition c over C, NB is a k-terminated and k-semi-saturated nested branch of NT of length n ≤ k, B is the branch at index n of length k in NB, B is open, B contains no positive literals, then the k -remainder of B is the symbolic model extracted from NB. The set of all such extracted symbolic models from kterminated and k-semi-saturated nested branches of NT is denoted S NT ,k Based on the previously introduced definitions of soundness, completeness, and minimal representability of sets of symbolic models w.r.t. graph properties, we are now ready to verify the corresponding results on the algorithm A. In each component, the tool AutoGraph is applied to 1, n, and 2 n − 1 graph properties, respectively. Symbolic model generation obtains the set S NT ,k of symbolic models from a nested tableau NT . Then, compaction (using Lemma 8) constructs n graph properties for the n symbolic models in S NT ,k and removes symbolic models not contributing to the covered graphs resulting in S comp . Finally, disambiguation (using Lemma 10) constructs 2 n − 1 graph properties for the n symbolic models in S comp in each of its iterations, which disambiguates S comp until no further disambiguation is necessary resulting in S res assuming that all applications of the algorithm terminate
Theorem 2 (Soundness) If NT is a nested tableau for a graph property p, then S NT ,k is sound w.r.t. p.

Theorem 3 (Completeness) If NT is a finite terminated nested tableau for a graph property p, k is the maximal length of a nested branch in NT , then S NT ,k is complete w.r.t. p.
The presented algorithm A does not terminate for all graph properties as can be seen from the example in Fig. 10e where the nested tableau under construction is never semisaturated. However, the set of the symbolic models that are extracted at any point during the breadth-first construction of the (possibly infinite) nested tableau NT is a gradually extended underapproximation of the set of symbolic models C, c with finite graphs C that can be extracted from NT . Moreover, during such a breadth-first construction, the set of openers ∃(m : G 1 − → G 2 , c) of the branches that end nonterminated nested branches constitutes an overapproximation. This overapproximation encodes a lower bound on missing symbolic models in the sense that each symbolic model that may be discovered by further tableau construction (and each graph satisfying the graph property that is not covered by some symbolic model extracted already) contains some G 2 as a subgraph.
Furthermore, the extracted symbolic models C, c are most explicit in the sense of minimal representability because the conditions c contained in them are conjunctions of negative literals that are satisfied by C already. Of course, the graph C may still have a set of attribute constraints that is satisfiable by various variable substitutions and, therefore, SMT solvers such as Z3 may be employed to derive examples of these variable substitutions resulting in grounded graphs (see Definition 13) to obtain most explicit graphs that have a unique meaning w.r.t. the attributes as well.
Theorem 4 (Minimal Representability) If NT is a nested tableau for a graph property p, then S NT ,k is minimally representable w.r.t. p.
In the next subsection, we explain how to modify sets of symbolic models extracted so far to additionally enforce compactness and nonambiguity.
Compaction of sets of symbolic models
The finite set of symbolic models S NT ,k as obtained in the previous section is modified in this second step as follows to enforce compactness. This second step is intended to simplify S NT ,k , and hence, it may be aborted at any point, which may be necessary occasionally because compaction (and disambiguation as well) is resource intensive and possibly nonterminating.
The following lemma supports the compaction of a set of symbolic models S into some subset S of it by testing an emptiness condition. This emptiness condition can be expressed by refutability of a graph property.
Lemma 8 (Compaction) A subset S of the set S covers the same graphs as S iff covered(S
We apply this lemma by testing for each symbolic model s in S NT ,k whether it can be removed from S NT ,k without altering the set of covered graphs. This iteration over the symbolic models may not terminate because the tableau procedure is only refutationally complete; i.e., AutoGraph is only guaranteed to terminate on unsatisfiable graph properties. The resulting set S comp of symbolic models is compact as desired.
Theorem 5 (Compactness) If NT is a nested tableau for a graph property p, then S
Note, in [46] , a weaker form of compactness has been enforced, which may be called binary compactness because it considers only two symbolic models at once.
As a special case, we consider sets of symbolic models where the conditions contained in the symbolic models are equivalent to true. While such sets of symbolic models (with at least two elements) are ambiguous (e.g., the union of both minimal models proves the ambiguity), we can enforce compactness as follows.
Lemma 9 (Compactness for Symbolic Models with Trivial
Remainder) The set of symbolic models S = { C i , ∧∅ | i ∈ I } is compact iff for all two distinct symbolic models C 1 , ∧∅ and C 2 , ∧∅ contained in S, there is no monomorphism m :
We apply this lemma by removing C 2 , ∧∅ from the set S if such a monomorphism m : C 1 − → C 2 is found. As expected, compactification using Lemma 9 is usually much faster than compaction using Lemma 8 and also terminates in each case. However, even in this simple case, we are required to find monomorphisms, which amounts to the NP-complete subgraph isomorphism problem. Nonetheless, since the handled graphs are typed and small (by construction, we generate minimal models by operating only on the graphs from the conditions rather than operating on instance graphs), the required time for finding the monomorphisms is usually not problematic.
Usually, the symbolic model generation procedure does not generate symbolic models with trivial remainder as required by Lemma 9. However, this lemma can be applied anyway in application scenarios where only the minimal models and not the remainders are of interest. Hence, replacing the remainders of the symbolic models obtained from AutoGraph by ∧∅ implements, from this perspective, the selection of these minimal models and the above lemma then allows their compaction more efficiently than with Lemma 8 (before the replacement). The resulting compact set of symbolic models is then to be understood only as an enumeration of minimal models of the graph property from which the set S NT ,k has been generated.
Disambiguation of sets of symbolic models
Subsequently, we enforce nonambiguity of the ultimately obtained set S res of symbolic models.
As a first step, we claim that a set of symbolic models is compact whenever it is nonambiguous showing that enforcing compactness can be skipped when nonambiguity is to be enforced (see Table 1 again for examples on the relationship between nonambiguity and compactness).
Corollary 1 (Nonambiguity implies Compactness) If NT is a nested tableau for a graph property p and S ⊆ S NT ,k , then S is compact if it is nonambiguous.
The following lemma demonstrates how a set of symbolic models S is disambiguated by considering all combinations of symbolic models in S. For each such combination, which is given by a partitioning (S−S , S ) for S S, we compute the symbolic models describing the graphs covered by S −S and not covered by S . The difference in this lemma can be expressed similarly as in Lemma 8.
Lemma 10 (Disambiguation) Let S be some given set of symbolic models. Then, the set covered(S) is equal to the set
However, for computational complexity, we can observe that the number of cases, given by the subsets S , is exponential in the size of S. Furthermore, for each partitioning, we obtain a condition that is a conjunction of positive and negative literals and, hence, we apply AutoGraph to each of these conditions to obtain for each set S a set of equivalent symbolic models. While the set of symbolic models generated by one of these graph properties may be ambiguous, the sets generated for the different sets of symbolic models S are nonambiguous. For disambiguation, we recursively apply Lemma 10 to split generated symbolic models enforcing nonambiguity of the set S res obtained upon termination.
As for the generation of symbolic models explained in the previous subsection and the compaction procedure explained above, we may also abort the disambiguation procedure prematurely (e.g., once the designated resources are used up) still obtaining a meaningful result that is still sound, complete, minimally representable, and explorable but, due to the abortion, possibly ambiguous.
Currently, we are unable to prevent noncompactness or ambiguity of the set of symbolic models generated by algorithm A on the fly (e.g., by preventing some kinds of symmetries) during the computation without a similar impact on runtime.
Exploration of sets of symbolic models
We believe that the exploration of further graphs satisfying a given property p based on the symbolic models is often desirable. In fact, covered(S res ) can be explored according to Definition 24 by selecting C, c ∈ S res , by generating a mono m : C − → G to a new finite candidate graph G, and by deciding m | c. Then, an entire automatic exploration can proceed by selecting the symbolic models C, c ∈ S res in a round-robin manner using an enumeration of the monos leaving C in each case. However, the exploration may also be guided interactively restricting the considered symbolic models and monos.
For example, consider Fig. 13 where a set of two symbolic models is obtained by application of algorithm A to the graph property p 13 . In an interactive exploration, we may want to decide whether the graph also satisfies p 13 . In fact, since there is a monomorphism m : − → from the minimal model of s 1 to the graph to be tested that satisfies the remainder of s 1 , we derive | p 13 . However, the choice of the symbolic model is also in this case relevant because any morphism m : − → from the minimal model of s 3 to the graph to be tested does not satisfy the remainder of s 3 thereby not allowing the derivation of | p 13 . An entire enumeration is often not feasible, since many properties (e.g., true) have infinitely many models. However, we believe that it may prove useful in many application scenarios to obtain a finitely representable guidance to construct every possible finite model if needed. The set of symbolic models represents such a guidance indeed.
As mentioned above, we will take advantage of explorability more explicitly in the future. In particular, it could be adapted to generate large sets of graphs or large, realistic graphs, for example, in the context of performance testing.
Moreover, in the context of coverage-based testing, the minimal models that we derive directly from our symbolic models are not necessarily already realistic enough to the user. This is true in particular when using attribute constraints as in the class diagram in Fig. 6 because SMT solvers such as Z3 are not designed to return satisfying models for attribute constraints that take the intended meaning of the variables such as first name or spoken languages into account. The user might want to enlarge the models (possibly interactively) and determine whether this enlargement is consistent with the specification. However, we believe that the minimal models of a condition, which we are able to generate, are most likely already reasonable test input sets.
Implementation
In this section, we introduce AutoGraph by focussing in Sect. 8.1 on the external characteristics and limitations of AutoGraph (deferring a discussion on the features until Sect. 9 where we apply AutoGraph to examples and measure the performance) and in Sect. 8.2 on the implementation details of the tableau construction procedure from algorithm A presented in Sect. 6.
Functional properties of AUTOGRAPH
We implemented the algorithm A platform-independently using Java as our new tool AutoGraph. The inputs and outputs of AutoGraph (i.e., attributed graph properties, the contained attributed graph morphisms with their attributed graphs, the used attributed constraints with their algebraic specifications, the used type graphs, and the generated sets of symbolic models) are XML files satisfying a custom XSD schema [52] . We support the different use cases from Fig. 1 as follows: For an invalid query, we return an empty set of symbolic models; for a valid query, we either return only the first symbolic model generated or generate (if possible) the entire set of symbolic models (optionally executing compaction or disambiguation).
For the attributes and attribute constraints, AutoGraph uses Z3 via its Java bindings and has built-in support for the specification in Definition 30 to allow for attributes and attribute constraints over booleans, integers, and strings. Using custom algebraic specifications implementing complex functional programs is problematic for the automated reasoning of AutoGraph in general because Z3 will fail to decide satisfiability when attribute constraints are too complex. Many SMT solvers such as Z3 have, besides deciding satisfiability, also support for generating some (or a sequence) of models for satisfied properties. While AutoGraph does not compute certain grounded graphs, using this feature this may be of interest in various application domains. Finally, AutoGraph uses Z3 to simplify attribute constraints and, hence, to keep them small. This is helpful because attribute constraints are growing in the algorithm due to the operation shift where, intuitively, the union of two sets of attribute constraints is computed (actually, the variables occurring in the sets of attribute constraints of the graphs C 1 and C 2 in Definition 17 are renamed according to m 1 and m 2 before computing the union of the two resulting sets).
When converting a graph condition into CNF in Step 3 (see Definition 19), we need to check whether the set of attribute constraints of the contained graphs are satisfiable. However, the SMT solver may time out without returning a definite answer to such a satisfiability problem (as opposed to the oracle assumed in Sect. 6 and Sect. 7) depending on the attribute constraints. In this case, we assume satisfiability by default, which may result in the generation of symbolic models without grounded graphs (a scenario that does not occur in Sect. 7 due to the assumption of an oracle) and, in addition, it may be the reason for a nonterminating computation of AutoGraph in cases where the known unsatisfiability would have prevented further execution by removal of the considered literal (see Step 3 in Definition 19) . Alternatively, we could have assumed that sets of attribute constraints are unsatisfiable when the SMT solvers do not deliver a definite result. The premature abortion of the tableau-based symbolic model generation procedure would imply that refutational completeness is no longer satisfied as not all symbolic models are generated.
For the computational complexity of the symbolic model generation algorithm, we may notice that some elementary constructions used (such as conversion to CNF using [·], existence and enumeration of monomorphisms of a given type, and pair factorization as used in shift) have exponential worst case execution time. However, as explained at the end of Sect. 5, the operation [·] has typically no noticeable impact and the problems of deciding existence and of enumeration of monomorphisms of a given type as well as pair factorization are applied during the execution of our algorithm, by design, only on minimal models instead of arbitrary instance graphs. Hence, we believe, also based on our tool-based evaluation in Sect. 9, that in many practical applications the runtime will be acceptable.
For decreased overall execution times, AutoGraph supports the usage of multithreading for various of its building blocks: in particular for the three high-level operations of tableau-based symbolic model generation (which is considered in more detail below), compaction, and disambiguation. For the symbolic model generation, we consider all open nested branches in parallel, and for compaction and disambiguation, we check the satisfiability of the constructed graph properties in parallel using AutoGraph.
Implementation details of AUTOGRAPH
For limiting the memory consumption during the symbolic model generation, we discard the parts of the nested tableau that are not required for subsequent computations as follows. The implemented algorithm uses a queue (used to enforce the breadth-first construction) of configurations where every configuration represents the last branch of a nested branch of the nested tableau currently constructed (the parts of the nested tableau not given by these branches are thereby not represented in memory). The algorithm starts with a single initial configuration, applies one construction rule (see Fig. 15 ) inserting all results of that rule application to the queue, and terminates once the queue of configurations is empty.
The configurations contain the information that is necessary to continue the further construction of the nested tableau (also ensuring fair selection of hooks) and to extract the symbolic models whenever one is obtained.
The configurations are tuples of the form (inp, res, neg, q-pre, q-post, cm) where inp is a condition c over C in CNF (the construction of the tableau starts with an initially provided condition in CNF from which clauses are removed one after another resulting in the remaining input condition inp), res is ⊥ when no hook has been selected or a positive literal ∃(m : C − → D, c ) into which the other literals from the branch are lifted, neg is a list of negative literals over C from clauses already handled (this list is emptied as soon as a positive literal has been chosen for res), q-pre is a queue of positive literals over C from which the first element is chosen for the res component, q-post is a queue of positive literals: Once res is a chosen positive literal ∃(m : C − → D, c ) , we shift the elements from q-pre over m to obtain elements of q-post, and cm is the composition of the morphisms from the openers of the nested branch constructed so far and is used to eventually obtain symbolic models (if they exist).
The implemented algorithm is started with the queue containing, for a graph property p, the unique initial con- figuration ([ p], ⊥, λ, λ, λ, id ∅ ) where λ denotes the empty list.
The construction rules return for each single configurations a finite set of such configurations and are checked in the order given where only the first applicable rule is used. The construction rules are explained for better readability directly in Fig. 15 .
For soundness of the implemented algorithm based on the construction rules, reconsider Definition 28 where the set R used in the condition ∧R recovers the desired information similarly to how it is captured in the configurations. The separation into different elements in the configurations then allows for queue handling and determinization.
Evaluation
In this section, we analyze the four graph database queries, which were formalized as graph properties in Figs. 2, 3, 4 , and 5, by checking their validity and by generating symbolic models for them by application of AutoGraph. See Fig. 1 again for a visualization of the general workflow. Note, the algorithm A implemented in AutoGraph performs the refutability check, the satisfiability check, and the model generation at once. Hence, the set of symbolic models generated by AutoGraph is sufficient (if AutoGraph terminates) to answer the three given questions of whether a graph query is valid, invalid, and how graph databases look like when the graph query can be matched.
As a first step of our evaluation, we have applied AutoGraph to the four graph properties and all binary combinations of them measuring the number of symbolic models generated as well as the duration of the generation where compaction and disambiguation have not been performed.
From the results presented in Table 2 , we can draw the conclusion that all four queries are valid queries; i.e., for each of the four queries, at least one graph database exists that matches the query. Also, for the binary combinations, we derive that the queries do not exclude each other; that is, there are for each case graph databases that simultaneously match both queries. The four graph properties do not use a deep The durations in the last two columns are the average over five runs of our symbolic model generation procedure (without subsequent compaction). The specification of the used machine is as follows: 256 GB DDR4, 2 × E5-2643 Xeon @ 3.4GHz × 6 cores × 2 threads nested structure, which results in a narrow nested tableau in the beginning of the computation. This leads to the situations that some threads have no available leafs to work on in the beginning. Still, we can already observe a reasonable speedup when using multiple threads for the given graph properties.
As a second step, we can inspect the symbolic models generated. They are depicted in Fig. 16 where their remainders have been omitted for readability.
Conclusion and outlook
We presented an automated reasoning approach for attributed graph properties. It includes both a refutationally complete tableau-based reasoning method and a symbolic model generation procedure. The attributed graph properties are equivalent to FOL on graphs for the graph part. Our algorithms assume the existence of an oracle for solving attribute constraints in the properties. It allows for flexible adoption of different available SMT solvers in the actual implementation. Attribute reasoning is neatly separated from graph reasoning by a dedicated logic for attributed graph properties separating both parts.
Our refutation procedure and symbolic model generation algorithm are highly integrated. Since the latter is designed to compute a complete overview of all possible models, it is at the same time able to refute a property if the overview turns out to be empty. Our symbolic model generation algorithm is innovative in the sense that it is designed to generate a finite set of symbolic models that is sound, complete (upon termination), compact, nonambiguous, minimally representable, and flexibly explorable. Moreover, the algorithm is parallelizable because every employed thread can work on one leaf of the nested tableau to be constructed. The approach is implemented in our tool, called AutoGraph.
As future work, we will attempt to determine descriptions of subsets of graph properties for which termination of AutoGraph is guaranteed. Moreover, we aim at applying, evaluating, and optimizing our approach further w.r.t. other application scenarios such as test generation for the graph database domain [7] , but also to other domains such as model-driven engineering, where our approach can be used, for example, to generate test models for model transformations [5, 19, 30] . We also aim at generalizing our approach to more expressive graph properties able to encode, for example, path-related properties [29, 40, 41] . We moreover aim at supporting graph properties to state temporal properties on graphs where nodes and edges are equipped with attributes specifying their life span. Finally, the work on exploration of extracted symbolic models as well as reducing their number during tableau construction is an ongoing task. In particular, we are working on algorithms for the generation of a subset of the complete set of symbolic models that is suitably diverse. These extensions are valuable when the complete set of symbolic models is too large or its generation requires too many resources.
We would like to thank the reviewers for their thoughtful comments and efforts toward improving our manuscript. Proof (idea) Due to the componentwise characterization. Pair Factorization (cf. [13, Definition 5.25, p. 122]) has the intuition that any two morphisms f 1 and f 2 with common codomain C coincide (in the sense of mapping to the same elements) on a well-defined subgraph K of C. That K does not include further elements (on which the two morphisms do not coincide) is expressed by stating that the morphisms e 1 and e 2 are jointly epimorphic and the coincidence is expressed by stating that m is a monomorphism together with the commutation. 
A Some details on AUTOGRAPH
B Categorical preliminaries and properties of GRAPHSSTA
Lemma 12 (GraphsSTA has Binary Coproducts)
Proof (idea) The binary coproduct C with morphisms f 1 and f 2 from Definition 34 is constructed componentwise using the disjoint union, as usual.
For the category GraphsSTA, we use as E the set of all epimorphisms, as M the set of all monomorphisms, and as E the set of all pairs of jointly epimorphic morphisms.
Lemma 13 (GraphsSTA has E-M-Factorization)
Proof (idea) The morphisms e and m, required according to Definition 31, are constructed componentwise for a morphism f .
Lemma 14 (GraphsSTA has E -M-Pair Factorization)
Proof (idea) Analogously to [13, Remark 5.26, p . 122], we construct the E -M-Pair Factorizations using E-M-Factorizations (based on Lemma 13) and binary coproducts (based on Lemma 12). 
C Proofs
Proof of Lemma 2 Part1 (⊆).
G ∈ ∃(i C
,
covered(S) = covered(S ) ⇒ covered(S) ⊆ covered(S ) because covered(S − S ) ⊆ covered(S) ⇒ covered(S − S ) ⊆ covered(S ) ⇒ covered(S − S ) − covered(S ) = ∅
Fix some C, c ∈ S. We show that covered(S) = covered(S − { C, c }).
-We show that C ∈ covered(S).
From minimally representability we have that C | p.
From completeness we that C ∈ covered(S). -We show that C / ∈ covered(S − { C, c ). Assume for the contradiction that C , c ∈ S − { C, c such that C ∈ covered( C , c ). Then, covered( C , c ) ∩ covered( C, c ) = ∅ contradicts nonambiguity because C , c = C, c . • Fix some S ⊆ C C that is finite. 
Lemma 15 (Satisfaction is a
Proof of Lemma 4
The construction steps of [·] replace subterms. By structural induction relying on Lemma 15, it is sufficient to consider how one condition c 1 is replaced by another condition c 2 over same graph in the sense of {q | q | c 1 } = {q | q | c 2 }. We verify for all five steps of the operation [·] that the property is rephrased equivalently.
-
Step 1: The unfolding of abbreviations is sound by default. -Step 2: We assume that ∃(i : A → → B, c 1 ) has been replaced by c 2 .
We perform an induction on c 1 .
- 
